
MOTIVATION 
HoME- House. Music. Europe 

Leonie Spitzer, artist and interior designer and Matija Schellander composer, double bass player and 
electronic musician.
We would like to contribute and participate with our experiences and expertises to HoME- House. Music. 
Europe for three reasons. 

On the one hand because of the topic of interculturalism and/or Europe which often matters in our 
professional, as well as in our private lives.
For one reason or the other we speak four languages all together and understand several others due to our 
familiy backgrounds and our/their nomadic life choices. 

Secondly we are intrigued by the formal opportunity of collecting and edifying soundspheres that are 
generated by local communities visiting the portable house-shaped installation in four countries in Europe, 
provided by HoME- House. Music. Europe. 

Aspects we´d like to focus upon collecting and working on (proposal)
 
 *language - sounds made by humans - make usage of the mere characteristics of  sounds regarding 
and/or disregarding of it´s meaning

 *sound collection of european fairytales 
 we ask people to tell their fairytales. What are the similarities, differences from a  phonetic 
and cultural perspective
 

* intimate sing songs
 visitors are asked to sing a song that their grandparents generation has sung to  them or belongs to a 
time and place that is familiar to them
 

* say a word that isn´t used anymore, tell us why and what is means

* we want to amplify this audio/video material by field recordings made in the surroundings of the 
HoME installation, capturing also the outside of the HoME.

Also we are thrilled to engage in an interdisciplinary processes with other artists throughout Europe and 
collaborate in the creation of a series of collective works based on the collected materials. Possible outcome of 
our artistic documentation includes video works, electro-acoustic sound installation, live painting and sound 
improvisation, compositions for music ensembles.



CV
Leonie Spitzer
*1984 Vienna
Artist, interior designer, cultural mediator

EDUCATION 
2008-09   Graduate Diploma Interior Design
    Chelsea College of Art & Design, London

2005-08   Bachelor visual Art & Theaterstudies
    Instituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia (IUAV)

EXHIBITIONS & ART RESIDENCIES 

2020    Finissage: In DisTANZ - the space within interaction took place, 
    Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky Raum, Vienna

2019    Exhibtion: Question me & answere, Records on uncharted 
    Terrain, Improper Walls Gallerie, Vienna

2018    Residency: Lattvian Contemporary Centre of Art;
    Contemporary Geographies;  Kuldiga, Latvia

2017    Residency: Wagon Station Encampments, Andrea Zittel;
    Mojave Desert, California, USA


